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Graphene is one of the most remarkable nonlinear optical 
materials, with strong and broadband nonlinear properties 
due to its gapless electronic band structure with a linear elec-

tronic dispersion near its Dirac points1,2. This, together with other 
unique properties such as high thermal conductivity and carrier 
mobility and a strong interaction with photons ranging from the 
terahertz to the ultraviolet3–7, make graphene a material of choice 
for future nonlinear frequency conversion, all-optical control and 
information processing.

An even-order nonlinear response is generally forbidden in 
graphene because of its inversion symmetry1,2, so this response is 
only observed beyond the electric dipole approximation8–10 or in the 
presence of electric fields and currents or layer-stacking effects11–14. 
However, third and higher odd-order processes are electric-dipole-
allowed, with strong coherent four-wave mixing (FWM)15–18 and 
third19–23 and higher harmonic generation24,25, demonstrating effi-
cient, broadband and electrically tunable nonlinearities.

Despite the large value of the third-order nonlinear susceptibil-
ity, χ(3), of graphene because of its large optical transition dipole 
matrix element of ~evF/ω, the nonlinear response is signal-limited 
by the two-dimensional (2D) interaction volume. Theoretically sug-
gested approaches to enhance the graphene nonlinear signal include 
the use of quantum confinement in nanostructures26, localized plas-
monic resonances27,28 and specially designed layered structures29. 
However, graphene nonlinearities under nanolocalized optical exci-
tation, their coherence properties and their dependence on edge, 
layer and other finite size effects have not yet been studied because 
of the lack of suitable experimental techniques.

In this Article, we demonstrate a new approach towards coherent 
nonlinear nanoimaging and nanospectroscopy of graphene through 
near-field excitation, based on adiabatic plasmonic nanofocusing 
of ultrashort few-femtosecond laser pulses for nanoconfined spa-
tio-temporal excitation and imaging30–34. FWM experiments were  

performed as illustrated in Fig. 1a (see Methods for details), with 
the tip in atomic-force-controlled interaction with exfoliated  
graphene on a SiO2/Si substrate.

Near-field graphene FWM
Due to the gradient field effect at the gold tip apex, nanoconfined 
surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) generate efficient broadband 
intrapulse FWM in the gold itself, as demonstrated recently32,33 and 
shown for reference in Fig. 1b (blue). Despite a 3D volume effect 
within the metal of the tip apex of radius ~10 nm, the 2D graphene 
FWM response dominates the signal with the tip in near-field inter-
action with the sample (Fig. 1b, red), with an expected third-order 
(n = 2.98 ± 0.07) power dependence (Fig. 1c).

For the bare tip response (Fig. 1d, blue), the FWM polarization  
is parallel to the tip axis, resulting in a purely longitudinal  
third-order nonlinear antenna current driven by the strong near-
field gradients along the tip axis33. In contrast, the tip-enhanced 
graphene FWM polarization is in-plane (Fig. 1d, red), with an esti-
mated nanolocalized excitation area as small as (10 nm)2π, which 
corresponds to as few as 1 × 104 atoms (see Supplementary Note 1 
for details).

We first spatially image and study the graphene FWM layer 
dependence, as shown in Fig. 1e. A strong and generally homo-
geneous response is observed within the graphene sheet, with 
intensity increasing with the number of layers N following a qua-
dratic dependence IFWM ∝ N2 as shown in Fig. 1f15,19,20. This depen-
dence is derived from the third-order nonlinear polarization 

Pð3ÞðωFWMÞ ¼ LðωFWMÞχð3ÞMLðωFWMÞNLð3ÞðωÞE3ðωÞ
I

, where E(ω) is the  

excitation field, χð3ÞMLðωFWMÞ
I

 is the surface (2D) third-order nonlin-
ear susceptibility of monolayer graphene, L(ωFWM) is the local field 
enhancement factor for FWM and L(ω) is the local field enhance-
ment factor for excitation frequency, and holds for up to a few layers 
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as long as the reflection and absorption are small. No significant 
FWM response is observed from the bare SiO2/Si substrate.

Notably different from the homogeneous FWM response within 
the graphene sheet is a generally larger FWM intensity emerging at 
structural heterogeneities in the form of strained regions, defects, 
folds and edges. In particular, we consistently observe an enhanced 
near-field FWM signal along edges, both in single- and multilayer 
graphene (Fig. 2a,b). The spatial extent of the enhanced signal 
ranges from ~110 to ~370 nm, as determined from a wider range 

of edges studied (the results are summarized in Fig. 2c), and in all 
cases exceeds the otherwise nanometre-scale near-field localiza-
tion by as much as 10 times (for additional data see Supplementary  
Fig. 2). The near-edge enhanced FWM signal peaks inside at a dis-
tance of approximately hundreds of nanometres from the actual 
graphene edge.

Figure 3a shows an unpolarized FWM image of a monolayer gra-
phene sheet with distinct anisotropy between the edges, with corre-
sponding polarization-resolved imaging under s (tip-perpendicular, 
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Fig. 1 | graphene FWM nanoimaging. a, Schematic of grating-coupling and femtosecond adiabatic nanofocusing combined with pulse shaping for 
nanolocalized FWM excitation. b, Near-field graphene FWM (IFWM) (red) and free-standing tip FWM ItipFWM
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 (blue) as reference, excited by the 
fundamental field at the tip apex (black), with a representative FWM pathway indicated. c, Power dependence of IFWM (red circles) with fit (black 
line) indicating third-order power dependence. d, Normalized polarization dependence of IFWM (red) and ItipFWM

I
 (blue, magnified ×10), fitted by a cos2θ 

dependence. The small angular offset of ~6° between the tip and the graphene FWM is probably due to slight structural asymmetry or tilt of the tip.  
e, Near-field FWM imaging of single- and few-layer graphene (the dashed white line indicates the physical graphene edge; Supplementary Fig. 13).  
f, Thickness dependence of the integrated FWM signal IFWM and model fit based on IFWM ∝ N2. Error bars in c and f are the s.d. calculated from the intensity 
noise of the signal.
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Fig. 2 | Non-locality of the FWM response in graphene. a,b, Near-field imaging of monolayer (a) and folded (b) graphene with line-cuts (red) extracted 
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Fig. 3b) and p (tip-parallel, Fig. 3c) polarizations (the polarization 
configurations are depicted in Fig. 3d). From the observation that 
edges perpendicular to the emitted k-vector direction are pre-
dominantly enhanced (Fig. 3a,b), and that the polarization con-
trast is reversed depending on the edge orientation (Fig. 3c), the 
spatial FWM source polarization vector at the edges is revealed 
to be oriented parallel with respect to the edges (for details, see 
Supplementary Note 4).

In general, as shown in Fig. 3d (yellow), for the ideal case of a 
radially symmetric FWM graphene excitation by the apex SPP near-
field, there would be no net radiating FWM polarization because 
of destructive local interference of the induced FWM nonlinear 
source polarization. However, even a slight structural asymmetry of 
the apex, together with retardation effects, give rise to a tip-induced 
graphene FWM signal with in-plane polarization. The broken 
symmetry at the graphene edges then further lifts the degeneracy, 
resulting in the observed FWM edge enhancement.

FWM dependence on detuning frequency
To extract the local relaxation dynamics, we study the FWM pro-
cess as a function of excitation frequency detuning δω = ω1 − ω2. As 
shown in Fig. 4a, the FWM response at ωFWM = 2ω1 − ω2 is probed 
by fixing λ1 = 795 nm and varying λ2 from 820 to 880 nm in steps of 
10 nm; example spectra are shown in Fig. 4b. We quantify the FWM 
intensity dependence on detuning δω by the FWM efficiency ηFWM 
defined as the ratio of the measured FWM intensity IFWM and  
reference FWM intensity Iref, calculated from the fundamental  
tip scattering spectra assuming a flat spectral phase for a  

frequency-independent FWM response33. A pronounced increase 
in ηFWM with decreasing δω is observed for both the graphene sheet 
and edge (Fig. 4c).

This behaviour can be modelled based on the frequency detun-
ing dependence of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility with 
ηFWM(δω) ∝ |χ(3)(δω)|2. Near the Dirac points in the electric-dipole 
approximation and in the high-frequency limit, when all frequen-
cies are larger than the Fermi energy, and assuming that all fields are 
polarized in the x direction, χ(3) is given by35,36

χð3Þxxxxð2ω1 � ω2;ω1;ω1;�ω2Þ ¼
iσð3Þxxxx

2ω1 � ω2

¼ ie4v2F
8ℏ3ω1ðω1 � ω2Þ2ð2ω1 � ω2Þ2

ð1Þ

with the same frequency dependence for all non-zero components 
of the χ̂ð3Þ

I
 tensor. We include dephasing with characteristic time 

T2 in the equations for the off-diagonal density matrix elements. 
This adds an imaginary part to the smallest term in the frequency 
denominator ω1 − ω2 → ω1 − ω2 + iΓ, with Γ = 1/T2. Fitting the 
data in Fig. 4c to the resulting Lorentzian ηFWM(δω) ∝ |χ(3)(δω)|2, 
we obtain T2 = 5.2 ± 0.2 fs for the spectral edge response (red) and 
T2 = 4.8 ± 0.2 fs for the graphene sheet (blue), respectively.

Ultrafast spatio-temporal imaging
Spatial heterogeneity is observed in the static FWM images 
(Supplementary Fig. 2), possibly due to strain or defects. We explore 
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the associated effects on the dephasing time T2 in corresponding 
femtosecond spatio-temporal FWM nanoimaging. We use two-
pulse excitation and vary the inter-pulse delay τ from 0 to ~20 fs, 
with the resulting FWM images for selected delays shown in Fig. 
5a. This spatio-temporal imaging provides for a direct visualiza-
tion of the FWM decoherence and associated electron dynamics 
in graphene, as well as its spatial heterogeneity at edges and within 
the sheet. As can be seen, both non-local edge and spatially hetero-
generous sheet responses decay within 20 fs. We find no discernible 
spatial variation in T2 within the ±1 fs uncertainty of the mea-
surement, averaging 200 × 200 nm2 voxels, as needed for adequate 
signal-to-noise ratio. Compared to the simulation (Supplementary  
Fig. 5a) based on an instantaneous FWM response T2 = 0 fs, as 
shown in Fig. 5b (black dashed line), the slight temporal broaden-
ing of the FWM intensity averaged along the edge (blue circles) is 
described by a dephasing time of T2 = 6 ± 1 fs, which is in agreement 
with the frequency-domain results above.

This extremely short dephasing time is consistent with results 
from related studies37–39 and can be attributed to efficient and only 
weakly screened carrier–carrier scattering with rapid energy and 
momentum redistribution via impact ionization and Auger recom-
bination37–41. Furthermore, at very early times, the interband sin-
gularity coupling near the Dirac points responsible for the strong 
dephasing-induced non-adiabatic and irreversible electron dynam-
ics42, as well as the dephasing interaction with the coherent Landau–
Zener transitions43,44, may need to be considered. Note that at these 
extremely short timescales and despite tip–sample distances of a 
few nanometres, near-field polarization transfer and tip–sample 
coupling only negligibly disturb the intrinsic graphene FWM deco-
herence45. For the nanofocused excitation with an estimated fluence 
of ~0.7 ± 0.4 mJ cm−2 at the graphene, a photoexcited carrier density 
of ~1013–1014 cm−2 is expected. However, the associated excitation-
induced dephasing46,47 is probably limited, because of the already 
intrinsically large phase space for carrier–carrier scattering.

Theoretical understanding of non-local effects
The spatial broadening and non-local FWM response at the edges 
(for control experiments see Supplementary Fig. 8) suggests a new 
nonlinear mechanism based on Doppler broadening as a combined 
effect of the unusually high electron Fermi velocity in graphene 

together with the high near-field momenta of the tip apex field (for 
details, see Supplementary Note 5). A similar non-local effect has 
been observed in the linear optical interaction between electrons 
and propagating plasmons in graphene48. The broad distribution 
of near-field wavevectors q (Fig. 3d) generated at the tip apex can 
make both the linear and nonlinear responses of graphene signifi-
cantly non-local with χ(3)(q).

Although a rigorous theory of the third-order nonlinear 
response of graphene including spatial dispersion is still lacking, 
the effect of a small tip radius and correspondingly large wavenum-
bers of the nanofocused pump fields on the third-order nonlinear 
response of graphene can be estimated qualitatively (for details, see 
Supplementary Note 15). From the general hierarchy of the density 
matrix equations solved by the method of successive perturbations, 
the density matrix element ρmn in the αth order of perturbation is 
given by8

ρðαÞmn ¼
Fðρðα�1Þ

pq ; ¼ ; ρð1Þpq Þ
ωðαÞ � Em�En

ℏ þ iΓ
ð2Þ

where the numerator depends on the density matrix elements 
found in previous orders of perturbation, Em(km) and En(kn) are 
the energies of the electron states connected by optical transitions, 
and ω(2) = ω1 ± ω2 and ω(3) = ω1 ± ω2 ± ω3. The energy difference 
(Em − En)/ℏ in equation (2) can then be expanded in powers of q(α) 
as ωmn + q(α)∂Em/(ℏ∂k), where ωmn = (Em(kn) − En(kn))/ℏ is the tran-
sition frequency between states neglecting the change in electron 
momentum, and the quantity q(α)∂Em/(ℏ∂k) describes a Doppler 
shift of the frequency. Here, near-field wavevectors q(2) = q1 ± q2, 
q(3) = q1 ± q2 ± q3 and so on. As one can see from comparing equa-
tion (2) with equation (1), frequencies in resonant denominators 
acquire extra Doppler broadening factors ~νFq(α), where we replaced 
∂Em/(ℏ∂k) with the characteristic speed νF of electrons in graphene. 
This factor is most important in the terms that originate from sec-
ond-order corrections and contain the smallest frequencies:

ρð2Þmn /
1

Δωþ iΓ� vFqð2Þ
ð3Þ

where Δω is either the frequency difference ω1 − ω2 of two quasi-
monochromatic pump fields or the frequency width of the broad-
band pump field. Even for a very broad wavevector spectrum 
of the near-field at the tip apex, reaching maximum values of 
qmax ≈ 2π/R > Δω/νF, the contributions of the field spatial harmonics 
with q > Δω/νF to the nonlinear signal intensity will be suppressed 
as 1/q2. Therefore, the wavevector spectrum of the nonlinear sig-
nal will be determined by the harmonics with a maximum value of 
q ≈ Δω/νF. This gives rise to a non-locality of the FWM response and 
limits the spatial resolution to scales of order ΔL ≈ 2πνF/Δω. For a 
bandwidth of ℏΔω � 40meV

I
 of our FWM signal, and νF = 106 m s−1, 

ΔL ≈ 100 nm. In good agreement with this theoretical estimate, our 
measured length scale of FWM delocalization, as shown in Fig. 2c 
(blue circles), falls within the range of theoretically expected val-
ues based on the range of typical reported values of νF (ref. 49). The 
effect might be particularly pronounced in graphene due to the high 
velocity νF of all interacting electrons. However, similar Doppler 
effects on the nonlinear response are expected for a range of other 
materials with high-group-velocity electrons. With details depend-
ing on band dispersion, this would call for the development of a full 
theory of non-local third-order nonlinear optics.

conclusions
In summary, we have performed FWM nanoimaging of gra-
phene, based on adiabatic plasmonic nanofocusing as an enabling  
technique for femtosecond nanolocalization and nanoimaging.  
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The FWM spectral and spatio-temporal response provides the 
first real-time view into the few-femtosecond electronic dephas-
ing underlying the role of different scattering and relaxation path-
ways, the associated many-body interactions and the possible roles 
of different heterogeneities, possibly separable in ultrafast coherent 
nanoimaging. It further reveals the importance of non-local effects 
in the nonlinear interaction of graphene with spatially localized 
fields of high momenta, providing a perspective for qualitatively 
new and distinct nonlinear processes in nonlinear nanooptics with 
confined fields and with 2D materials. Perhaps most importantly, 
our approach demonstrates the feasibility of near-field nonlinear 
studies of nanoscale volumes, in which an increase in the nonlinear 
signal due to nanofocusing and near-field enhancement overcom-
pensates a decrease in the interaction volume. This enables further 
advances in the nonlinear nanooptics of 2D materials and their 
nanostructures, and eventually the development of ultracompact 
nonlinear optical devices.
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Methods
Sample preparation. The graphene samples were mechanically exfoliated from 
kish graphite crystals (Graphene Supermarket) onto Si substrates with a 90 nm 
layer of SiO2.

Experimental set-up. Femtosecond laser pulses from a Ti:sapphire oscillator 
(Femtolasers, 10 fs pulse duration, 80 MHz repetition rate, centre wavelength 
800 nm) were focused onto the chirped grating structure, fabricated by focused 
ion beam milling into the shaft of electrochemically etched gold tips50 as shown 
in Fig. 1a. Femtosecond SPPs launched by the grating propagate and adiabatically 
nanofocus at the tip apex. The emission signal from the tip apex was spatially 
filtered and detected by a spectrometer (f = 500 mm, SpectraPro 500i, Princeton 
Instruments) with a thermoelectrically cooled charge-coupled device (ProEM+: 
1600 eXcelon3, Princeton Instruments). Both the phase and amplitude of the 
excitation pulses were modulated by a dual-mask spatial light modulator (CRi 
SLM640) in the Fourier plane of a 4f pulse shaper. Second-harmonic generation 
from the tip apex was used as a feedback signal for multiphoton intrapulse 
interference phase scans30–33. For the optimized transform-limited excitation pulses 
in the tip nanofocus, wavelengths below 785 nm were blocked by a hardware mask, 
and the generated FWM near-field signal was collected by an objective (NA = 0.5) 

centred at 65° angle with respect to the tip apex and detected using spectral 
filtering as described previously32,33.

For near-field imaging, the grating tip was mounted onto a quartz tuning  
fork with dither piezo drive for shear-force tip–graphene distance control and the 
sample was scanned by the grating tip with sub-nanometre precision using a three-
axis piezo stage (Physik Instrumente, P-517), operated by an AFM controller (RHK 
Technology, R9plus).

For the measurement of the excitation detuning dependence of the FWM 
intensity, the two laser pulses at centre wavelengths λ1 and λ2 were obtained by 
spectrally shaping of the original broadband spectrum with a movable double-slit 
mask in the Fourier plane of the pulse shaper.
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